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Investigation into Pedestrian Exposure to Near-Tailpipe 
Exhaust Emissions 
 
Neil A. Buzzard 
 
 
Inhalation of particulate matter is known to cause negative human health effects. 
Consequently, regulatory agencies have set regulations and standards that limit the 
maximum concentrations to which persons may be exposed and the maximum 
concentrations allowed in the ambient air. However, these standards consider steady 
exposure over large spatial and time scales. Because many vehicles’ exhaust systems 
direct exhaust towards sidewalks, pedestrians in close proximity to a roadway may 
experience events where for brief periods of time particulate matter concentrations are 
high enough to cause acute health effects. In order to quantify these exposure events, 
instruments which measure specific exhaust pollutant concentrations were placed near a 
roadway and connected to the mouth of a mannequin used as a pedestrian surrogate. A 
representative estimate of the exposure potentially experienced by pedestrians was 
obtained by measuring concentrations at the mannequin’s mouth during drive-by events 
with a diesel truck and a gasoline truck. Breathing rates were then multiplied by the 
measured concentrations to determine the mass of pollutant inhaled daily and per breath. 
The highest concentrations observed with the diesel test vehicle were 2.2 million 
particles/cc and 1400 µg/m3. The average concentration of particulate matter measured 
over the duration of a single drive-by test was observed to reach the same order of 
magnitude as the low concentrations used in human clinical studies which are known to 
cause acute health effects. It was also observed that concentrations of particulate matter 
were 2 to 3 times higher at the height of a stroller than at the mouth of a standing 
mannequin during heavy acceleration tests. However, for other operating conditions, the 
opposite of this result was observed. Additionally, particulate concentrations obtained 
with the diesel vehicle were typically an order of magnitude or more greater than those 
obtained with the gasoline vehicle. Particulate matter concentrations during drive-by 
incidents can easily reach or exceed the low concentrations that can cause acute health 
effects for brief periods of time. For the case of a 2006 diesel fueled Dodge Ram 2500 
and a 2001 gasoline fueled Dodge Ram 1500, the mass of particulate matter inhaled 
during drive-by incidents was small compared to the mass inhaled daily at ambient 
conditions. On a per breath basis, however, the mass of particulate matter inhaled was 
large compared to the mass inhaled at ambient conditions. Finally, it was determined that 
exposure is directly dependent on the location of a pedestrian with respect to the tailpipe 
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Particulate matter (PM) is a nonspecific term used to describe material suspended 
in the atmosphere in the form of small particles or liquid droplets. When inhaled into a 
human’s respiratory system, the smallest of these particles, ultrafine particles (UFP), can 
deposit deep inside the lung. Those that are only several nanometers in aerodynamic 
diameter can even penetrate cellular boundary membranes to deposit in the blood stream 
[1]. There is extensive literature that supports the relationship between particulate matter 
(PM) and adverse human health effects [2-30]. Chronic and acute exposure to PM has 
been associated with lung cancer, increased morbidity leading to hospitalization and 
premature mortality, as well as respiratory inflammation, asthmatic-like symptoms, and 
irritation. There is also concern regarding PM pollution affecting visibility in cities and 
national parks as well as global climate forcing [30]. 
Consequently, the United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), which 
is an environmental regulatory body within the US government, and the Mine Safety and 
Health Administration (MSHA) set standards to regulate the allowable level of ambient 
particulate matter and limit the maximum concentration to which persons can be exposed 
in an occupational mine setting, respectively. In the US, airborne particulate matter less 
than 2.5 microns in size (PM2.5) is required to be at or below 35 μg/m3 averaged over a 24 
hour period and at or below an annual arithmetic mean of 15 μg/m3 [31]. However, those 
air quality standards address exposures averaged over large spatial (greater than 100 
meters) and time (24 hours) scales. In addition, the MSHA set an exposure limit on diesel 
particulate matter within mines of 160 μg/m3 averaged over an 8 hour period, effective 
January 2006 [32]. Because it is estimated that 35% of ambient PM2.5 typically is 
contributed by mobile sources [33], there has been interest in the possibility of health 
effects due to elevated exposures near roadways [34,35]. This study is concerned with 
exposures that are even closer to the vehicle exhaust than the distances termed “near 
roadway” in the literature.  
While most automobile exhausts are directed to the rear of the vehicle, many 
vehicles around the world, especially pickup trucks, employ tailpipes that direct exhaust 
towards the passenger side of the vehicle. Since right side tailpipes direct emissions 
towards sidewalks and roadsides in countries where vehicles drive on the right side of the 
 2 
 
road, there is concern regarding adults, children, and infants in strollers on sidewalks and 
near roadways being exposed to hazardous exhaust constituents at levels greater than 
typical “near roadway” levels. Additionally, there is concern regarding occupational 
exposures to persons who are required to be near roadways or diesel vehicles for long 
periods of time. 
When exhaust is emitted from a diesel vehicle, it can be characterized as a plume 
of evolving particles and gaseous material. It is expected that within this plume particle 
concentrations may substantially exceed regulations for brief periods. Wind tunnel 
studies [36,37] show that there may not be any appreciable evolution of particle size 
within a plume and that dilution ratios can range from 75 to 125 at a distance of 8.5 
meters downstream of the tailpipe. In contrast to these findings, a vehicle chase study 
[38] observed actual dilution ratios as large as 1,000:1 in two seconds. However, the 
chase study was conducted at freeway speeds of 40 to 55 mph, which is more than double 
the local street speeds (20 to 25 mph) tested in this study. Therefore, it is reasonable to 
consider the possibility that dilution rates would be far lower at local street speeds for 
two reasons: (i) the travel time to a sidewalk is very short, providing little time to dilute 
appreciably, and (ii) the turbulence imparted to surrounding air by the vehicle would be 
much lower. Hence, it is plausible that pedestrians may be exposed to particulate matter 
concentrations significantly higher than regulations allow, though perhaps for brief 
periods as each vehicle passes or idles at the sidewalk.  
Although there is a limited amount of information regarding acute and short-term 
(e.g., less than 8 hours) exposures to diesel exhaust (DE), there is strong evidence from 
human and animal studies that exposures to low concentrations of diesel exhaust (300 
μg/m3) can cause pathophysiological symptoms, such as particle accumulation in the 
lungs; acute eye, nasal and throat irritation; neurophysiological symptoms such as 
lightheadedness and nausea; and respiratory symptoms, including cough and phlegm 
[30]. Since data from dilution tunnel measurements [39-41] can not accurately simulate 
this type of human exposure, drive-by experiments are necessary. 
The objective of this study was to quantify the short, local exposures that may be 
experienced by pedestrians in the immediate vicinity of a vehicle’s tailpipe during a 
vehicle drive-by incident. This objective was accomplished by quantifying number and 
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mass concentration, observing particle size distributions, comparing exposures from 
diesel and gasoline fueled vehicles, and comparing different exposure scenarios. 
Additionally, correlations between exposure and specific vehicle engine operating 
conditions were developed. The concentrations of particulate matter that reached a 
“pedestrian’s” mouth were quantified and compared to human dose studies. Furthermore, 
short-term exposure was determined and the mass of particulate matter potentially 
inhaled daily given a maximum number of drive-by incidents and the mass potentially 
inhaled per breath were quantified. The vehicles studied here were a diesel-fueled Dodge 
Ram 2500 pickup truck and a gasoline-fueled Dodge Ram 1500 pickup truck, which both 
have original tailpipes that discharge directly toward the sidewalk. Multiple exposure 
scenarios, including a simulated adult or a child in a stroller beside the road, were 
examined for different vehicle operating conditions during the “drive-by.”  
 
2. Literature Review 
2.1.  Particulate Matter 
Diesel powered vehicles have historically been associated with a smoke-like, 
black exhaust plume which is caused by PM, possibly the most visibly distinctive of 
combustion engine emissions. Although it is much less noticeable, gasoline powered 
vehicles produce PM as well, though the particles are typically fewer and smaller. PM is 
a very complex emission which consists of many components. Despite a considerable 
amount of research, PM formation in the engine cylinder, its physical and chemical 
properties, and human health effects associated with exposure to it are not fully 
understood. Nevertheless, enough is known to determine that PM is an emission 
produced by combustion engines capable of harming humans. Consequently, particulate 
expulsion is subject to emission regulations worldwide and, along with oxides of nitrogen 
(NOx), have become the focus for emission control technology and research [42]. 
PM is the term used to refer to the particles present in combustion engine exhaust 
and is defined as any matter in the exhaust of an internal combustion engine that can be 
trapped on a sampling filter medium at 125°F (52°C) or less [43]. PM is typically 
composed of highly agglomerated, solid carbonaceous material, ash, and adsorbed 
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organic compounds as well as small amounts of sulfates, nitrates, metals, and other trace 
elements [40]. While PM is a major component of engine exhaust, as described by the 
EPA, engine exhaust is a complex mixture of thousands of constituents in either gas or 
particle form [30]. The gaseous constituents found in engine exhaust include carbon 
monoxide (CO), carbon dioxide (CO2), NOx, oxides of sulfur (SOx), and numerous low-
molecular-weight hydrocarbons (HC) [30]. Typically, the particle size distribution and 
composition are of most interest. 
2.1.2.  Particle Size Distribution 
According to the Air Quality Criteria document for PM prepared by the US EPA 
[30], “particle size, as indexed by one of the “equivalent” diameters, is an important 
parameter in determining the properties, effects, and fate of atmospheric particles”. The 
Stokes and aerodynamic diameters are strongly related to the deposition rates of particles 
and, correspondingly, the particles’ residence times in the atmosphere [30]. Particle 
deposition in lungs is also a function of particle size. Even visibility and the climate are 
affected by atmospheric particle size distribution [30]. These arguments show that the 
particle size distribution is important because many effects caused by PM are influenced 
by particle size. 
Many authors categorize ambient PM mass based on the aerodynamic diameter of 
the particles, which is defined as the diameter of an equivalent spherical particle of unit 
density with the same settling velocity in air as the measured particle. While aerodynamic 
diameter is widely used, there are many other equivalent diameters used to characterize 
particle size, such as optical diameter and electrical mobility diameter, which are used to 
determine particle count [30]. Electrical mobility takes into account the movement of a 
charged particle in an electric field as well as the settling velocity considered for 
aerodynamic mobility. PM10 is the term used for particulates of aerodynamic diameter 
less than 10 μm, fine particles have diameters below 2.5 μm, ultrafine particles have 
diameters less than 0.1 μm or 100 nm, and nanoparticles are characterized by diameters 
less than 50 nm [40]. “Typical engine exhaust mass and number weighted size 
distributions along with alveolar deposition fraction” are shown in Figure 2-1 [40]. It can 
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be seen that nearly all of the particles have diameters much less than 1 μm. Therefore, 
PM represents a mixture of nanoparticles, ultrafine particles, and fine particles. 
 
Figure 2-1: “Typical engine exhaust mass and number weighted size distribution shown with alveolar 
deposition fraction” [40]. 
  
The size distributions of PM typically have a well recognized lognormal, trimodal 
distribution which corresponds to the particle nucleation, agglomeration, and re-
entrainment mechanisms associated with nuclei, accumulation, and coarse mode 
particles, respectively [40]. Nevertheless, bimodal distributions are more commonly 
observed in actual vehicle exhaust measurements [38]. Usually, these modes have well 
defined peaks on a typical size distribution plot. However, this depends greatly on 
whether the plot is using particle mass or particle number weighting. If the distribution is 
plotted via particle number, the peak typically occurs around the nuclei mode while the 
peak is generally found near the accumulation mode when using particle mass. 
The on-road nuclei mode has been postulated to account for the particle size range 
from 3 to 30 nm based on on-road diesel particle size research conducted in the 1990s 
[38,44]. This conclusion implies that the nuclei mode lies entirely within the nanoparticle 
range. Typically, the nuclei particles account for 0.1-10% of the PM mass and often more 
than 90% of the total particulate count [38]. Additionally, nuclei mode particles have 
been found to consist of little solid material. Rather, they are mostly composed of volatile 
condensates such as hydrocarbons and sulfuric acid [38]. The accumulation mode is 
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believed to consist of particles with aerodynamic diameters in the range of 30-500 nm 
[38]. Thus, this mode extends from the upper half of the nanoparticle range through the 
ultrafine and fine particle ranges. Accumulation mode particles are typically composed of 
carbon agglomerate solids mixed with condensates and adsorbed material. The 
accumulation mode usually accounts for about 10% of the particle number and 80-90% 
of the PM mass [38]. The coarse mode includes particles with diameters above 1,000 nm 
and usually accounts for 5-20% of the total PM mass [38]. However, they add almost 
nothing to the total particle number. Coarse mode particles are not formed in the 
combustion process. Rather, they are produced through deposition and re-entrainment of 
particulate material from walls of the engine cylinder and exhaust system. 
Because it is believed that fine and ultrafine particles are more toxic and can 
penetrate deeper into the lung than larger particles [30], internal combustion engine 
particle size distributions have been getting more attention since the mid-1990s. As 
regulations have decreased the allowable particulate mass emitted from engines, diesel 
emission control strategies using engine design or aftertreatment technologies are being 
reviewed and inspected to determine their effectiveness in the control and suppression of 
the smallest diesel particles and particle number emissions. However, note that the EPA 
has not yet set any regulations on particle number emissions. The European Union (EU), 
on the other hand, has passed new legislation which will regulate particle number 
emissions of certain diesel vehicle classes in addition to the already stringent particle 
mass standards [45]. 
A study by the Health Effects Institute (HEI) showed the possibility that those 
emission control strategies may actually increase fine and ultrafine particle number 
emissions [46]. Thus, in order to evaluate various control technologies, a definition and 
correct measurement techniques of the smallest particles must be agreed upon. This is 
because the measurement of particle sizes and numbers is much more sensitive to the 
techniques utilized than is the determination of particulate mass emissions. Dilution and 
sampling methods are important parameters that must also be considered to guarantee 
accurate and repeatable results. However, standardized measuring methods have not yet 
been developed in the US. The new legislation passed by the EU is supposed to introduce 
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a new method for measuring PM mass which will be standardized and will account for 
differences in old techniques such that comparisons of measurements are valid [45]. 
As just discussed, many current emission control strategies are being reviewed 
and examined because their success in reducing particle number emissions is believed to 
be poor. This is because many current emission control strategies focus on reduction of 
particle mass rather than particle number. Consequently, newer model engines are 
believed to have higher numbers of fine and ultrafine particles than older model engines. 
The HEI, for example, conducted one of the first studies with this consideration in mind 
that compared the particulate emissions from a 1988 and a 1991 diesel Cummins engines, 
and the results suggested newer model engines may have higher fine and ultrafine 
particle number emissions than older model engines [47]. Data from that study showed 
that there was a 90% reduction in PM mass in the accumulation mode from the 1991 
engine relative to the 1988 engine, but that the nuclei mode had increased by as much as 
40% of the total particle volume. However, note that the “new” vehicle in that study no 
longer represents “new” vehicles especially because the vehicle was not equipped with a 
diesel particulate filter (DPF), a diesel oxidation catalyst (DOC), or any other new 
emission reduction equipment. 
In addition to the HEI study, a number of other studies have been conducted 
which compare newer and older model year engines. However, the observed emission 
differences were much less dramatic than the HEI study. For example, the VERT study 
compared two Liebherr diesel engines and found that particle number emissions 
increased by 15 to 50% over most operating conditions [48]. Another study, funded by 
the Coordinating Research Council (CRC), examined particle number emissions from 
heavy duty engines as part of a comprehensive diesel aerosol sampling study [38]. For 
this study, particle emissions data were collected from several vehicles with 1989 and 
1999 model year heavy duty diesel engines via highway chase experiments using a 
mobile emissions laboratory. The nanoparticle emissions from those vehicles were found 
to be considerably less than that of the engine used in the HEI study. Several years before 
that study, chase experiments were also conducted on a vehicle with a 1979 model year 
diesel engine for a different CRC project known as (AP2) [49]. The particle number data 
from that study revealed particle number emissions that were higher than those in the HEI 
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study as well as the more recent chase experiments conducted with newer model year 
engines. These results imply that nanoparticle emissions have been around for a long time 
and that they are not necessarily a new occurrence caused by new engine technologies. 
Other studies have reported decreased particle number emissions with more 
advanced engine technology in Euro I, Euro II, and Euro III engines tested over 
regulatory emission test cycles [50,51]. Additional studies funded by ACEA found that 
the size distributions of particle number emissions were similar between older and newer 
diesel passenger cars and that particulate mass could be correlated with particle number 
[52]. While each of the studies mentioned have very different results showing that 
particle number emissions vary greatly depending on engine technologies, comparisons 
of data from those studies are invalid because no standard measurement method exists. 
2.1.2.  Composition of Particulate Matter 
PM is a complex mixture composed of particles in both the solid and liquid form. 
Typically, it is divided into three main categories or fractions as well as several sub-
categories [42]. The first fraction is known as the solid fraction (SOL) which is a 
combination of elemental carbon and ash. Another fraction, referred to as the soluble 
organic fraction (SOF) or organic carbon, comes from organic material derived from 
engine lubricating oil and from fuel. The final fraction, composed of sulfate particles 
(SO4), is a mixture of sulfuric acid and water. Together these three fractions make up the 
total particulate matter (TPM). 
Elemental carbon, often identified as the “inorganic carbon”, is the main 
constituent of the SOL of particulates and is the cause of the black smoke traditionally 
associated with diesel vehicles [42]. Because it is not chemically bound to other 
elements, this carbon is finely dispersed in the form of “soot” or “carbon black” which is 
the substance responsible for the black appearance of the smoke [42]. This carbonaceous 
PM fraction results from the heterogeneous combustion process in diesel engines, where 
solid particle precursors are formed in both the diffusion and premixed flames [42]. 
These particle precursors or primary particles begin to agglomerate in the cylinder and 
continue to agglomerate through the exhaust system and after expulsion into the 
atmosphere. For measurement purposes, the shape of these particles is desired. It has 
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been shown in transmission electron microscope (TEM) pictures that nuclei particles are 
nearly spherical while agglomerated particles that make up the accumulation mode are 
not spherical. Rather, they often form extended chain-like structures [53]. This 
knowledge of the particles’ shapes makes it difficult to size PM because different 
measurement principles require the use of various types of equivalent particle diameters 
to express particle sizes. 
Although elemental carbon is the primary component of the SOL of particulate 
matter, metallic ash also is an important component. As the production of newer engines 
focuses on reducing carbon particulates, non-carbon solid particulate emissions, such as 
ash, are increasing in importance. A study concerning the emissions from US post-1994 
heavy duty engines determined that the PM from these engines may contain up to 10% 
ash and in some cases even more [54]. As particulate regulations on newer engines 
become more stringent, this percentage may increase further. DPF material developers 
are the reason ash receives a lot of attention because the filter materials must be resistant 
to corrosion by ash compound [55]. Generally, ash from engine exhaust consists of a 
mixture of sulfates, phosphates, or oxides of calcium, zinc, magnesium, and other metals. 
These constituents are produced when additives in the engine lubricating oil are burned in 
the combustion chamber, metal oxide impurities from engine wear are carried into the 
cylinder by the lube oil, and iron oxides resulting from corrosion of exhaust system 
components are carried into the exhaust stream [55]. 
Solid phase, carbon material (SOL) is the chief constituent of particles leaving the 
engine mostly in the form of individual nuclei mode and agglomerated carbon particles 
formed in the engine cylinder [42]. Other solid material in diesel exhaust comes from 
metal ash compounds derived from lubricating oil additives in addition to engine wear. 
These ash nuclei, believed to nucleate during the expansion stroke in the engine cylinder, 
can agglomerate to form accumulation mode particles [42]. Depending on the 
temperature, the particles leaving the engine cylinder undergo partial oxidation and 
further agglomeration while in transport through the exhaust system [42]. During 
transport, thermophoretic forces (i.e., temperature difference driven mass transfer) cause 
some particles to deposit on the exhaust pipe walls. Additionally, PM precursors such as 
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hydrocarbons, sulfur oxides, and water are present as gases or vapors in the hot diesel 
exhaust [42].  
The SOF of particulates consists of hydrocarbons adsorbed onto the surface of 
carbon particles and in the form of fine droplets. The term soluble in the name of this 
fraction originated from the analytical technique of using solvents to isolate the organic 
fraction of particulates [42]. However, this fraction is occasionally referred to as the 
volatile organic fraction (VOF) which is typically measured with vacuum evaporation. In 
some instances, though, the evaporated fraction may contain water-soluble material such 
as sulfates. It should be mentioned that the SOF begins as mostly vapor in the hot engine 
exhaust and only becomes liquid after cooling to below 52°C usually during dilution 
[42]. This is important because the changes that occur greatly affect aftertreatment 
devices. 
Because the percentage of SOF in PM may differ considerably between engines, 
terms were developed to imply high or low SOF content (high or low organic carbon 
content). Particulates with high SOF content are referred to as “wet” particulates while 
those with low SOF content are referred to as “dry” particulates [42]. The SOF may 
compose over 50% of the total PM for wet particulates while in dry particulates the 
percentage may be 10% or lower [42]. In contrast, the percentage of PM not composed of 
SOF is usually composed of elemental carbon. Thus, elemental carbon can be a good 
indicator of PM exposure in “dry” PM. Typically, light engine loads tend to produce the 
highest content of SOF because exhaust temperatures are low [42]. The SOF is mostly 
comprised of lube oil derived hydrocarbons with diesel fuel hydrocarbons having higher 
boiling points making up a very small portion. However, the percentages of unburned 
fuel and lubrication oil vary widely with test cycle and engine [56,57]. A study 
comparing chromatograms of diesel SOF with diesel fuel and lubrication oil showed that 
the chromatogram of diesel SOF was very similar to that of the lube oil [53].  
Polynuclear (or polycyclic) aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) and nitro-PAHs 
discharged with DE are mostly found in the SOF [42]. PAHs are aromatic hydrocarbons 
with two or more benzene rings joined in various, clustered forms. They are of special 
concern because they have mutagenic and sometimes carcinogenic characteristics. 
Consequently, the US EPA has defined them as a class of air toxic compounds which 
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includes seven PAHs identified as probable human carcinogens [42]. In addition to 
PAHs, dioxins are found in the SOF of particulates. Dioxin is a generic term used to refer 
to a specific group of chlorinated hydrocarbon compounds that are characterized by 
extremely high toxicity, probable carcinogenicity, and resistance to biological breakdown 
[42]. The US EPA reviewed existing literature concerning dioxins and provided estimates 
for dioxin emission factors from internal combustion engines in a draft dioxin health 
assessment document [58]. 
Sulfate particles consist mostly of hydrated sulfuric acid and, consequently, are 
mainly liquid. Sulfate particulates form by means of an interaction between sulfuric acid 
and water molecules. The process is theoretically modeled as heteromolecular nucleation, 
which states that both sulfuric acid and water vapor can produce particles even when 
undersaturated [47]. Nucleation begins with small molecular bunches that grow into more 
stable nuclei particles. When the molar ratio of water to sulfuric acid reaches 8:3, most 
stable sulfate particulates are produced.   
2.2.  Regulations and Standards 
DE is known to be harmful to human health. However, some of the substances 
found in DE are benign while others cause adverse health effects. As such, the US EPA 
has identified several components of DE as pollutants. The components of DE that are 
presently regulated are PM, NOx, HC, and CO [59]. Because most of the sources for 
these pollutants are mobile, there are two ways which the EPA monitors and regulates 
these emissions. The first way is through “tailpipe” emission standards. These standards 
are based on integrated cycle specific emissions discharged from an engine. To ensure 
that a vehicle abides by these standards, vehicles and engines must meet certification 
requirements. Another way the EPA monitors and regulates emissions is via ambient air 
quality standards. Cities, towns and areas all are required to meet specific air quality 
standards which the EPA sets. Adherence to these standards is monitored via a network 
of ambient emission monitoring stations located all over the country. 
A vehicle or engine is emission certified by measuring the emissions from the 
vehicle or engine over a vehicle or engine test cycle and comparing the results to the 
appropriate standard. This is accomplished by attaching the vehicle or the engine to a 
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chassis or engine dynamometer, respectively, and operating the vehicle or engine through 
a test cycle. Test cycles are designed to create repeatable emissions measurement 
conditions while simultaneously attempting to represent real world driving conditions for 
a given application. Additionally, the methods used to measure most emissions are also 
regulated by the standards such that comparisons between measurements taken at 
different facilities are valid. The procedure in addition to the specifications required by 
facilities, measurement equipment, and measurement methods are described in detail in 
the Code of Federal Regulations Title 40 Part 86 and 1065 [60]. In the US, emission 
standards for new engines and/or vehicles are separated into different categories; cars and 
light trucks are separated into Tier 1, Tier 2, and California, heavy duty trucks and buses 
are lumped together into one category, mobile non-road diesels have a single category, 
railway locomotives have a single category, marine engines have a single category, spark 
ignited engines are split into two categories, small and large spark ignited engines, and 
stationary diesel engines have a separate category [32]. However, it must be noted that in 
the past heavy duty trucks and buses had separate categories. In particular, the bus 
standards were typically more stringent. 
The EPA uses a network of measurement facilities and devices to measure 
ambient concentrations of pollutants mentioned above at hundreds of locations across the 
country. The Clean Air Act, which was last amended in 1990, requires the EPA to set 
National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) [61] for pollutants considered 
harmful to public health and the environment [31]. The Clean Air Act established two 
different types of standards, one to address public health, and the other to address public 
welfare including decreased visibility and damage to crops, vegetation, and buildings. A 
table showing the NAAQS for six principal pollutants also known as “criteria” pollutants 
can be seen below in Table 2-1. Using these measurements, the EPA can determine 
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DE was classified as “a potential occupational carcinogen” by the NIOSH [8]. In 1989, 
diesel engine exhaust was considered to probably be carcinogenic to humans by the 
International Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC). The HEI and the World Health 
Organization (WHO) both found evidence showing connections between exposure to DE 
and lung cancer [62,63]. In 1998, the California Air Resources Board (CARB) declared 
DPM to be a Toxic Air Contaminant backed by a detailed investigation conducted by the 
California Office of Environmental Health Hazard Assessment (OEHHA) [9,10]. In 
1999, the Health Effects Institute (HEI) correlated the association between the lung 
cancer risk and exposure to diesel emissions [11]. In 2002, the US EPA concluded that 
long-term exposure to DE may “pose a lung cancer hazard to humans” and short-term 
exposure “can cause irritation and inflammatory symptoms of a transient nature” [30].  
When considering how a particular substance affects humans, both short-term and 
long-term exposure must be considered. As such, there have been a considerable number 
of scientific studies that attempted to quantify the carcinogenic and noncarcinogenic 
effects of exposure to DE and particulates. For example, several studies have indicated 
that “environmental exposure to DE may present a lung cancer hazard to humans” [30]. 
Based on limited human evidence and confirmatory animal evidence, the NIOSH 
classified DE as a potential occupational carcinogen [8]. Conclusions from this review 
showed that rats developed malignant and benign lung tumors due to overload after 
exposure to high concentrations of diesel particulates. However, the same was not true 
for other animals such as mice, hamsters, and monkeys. More recently, the HEI published 
a review of all human epidemiologic studies which stated that “long-term exposure to DE 
in a range of occupational settings is associated with small increases in the relative risk of 
lung cancer occurrence, mortality, or both” [11]. In particular, it was found that the 
particulate fraction of DE holds the most responsibility for its carcinogenic effects [30]. 
The non-cancer health effects of chronic occupational exposure to DE have been 
evaluated with several epidemiologic studies as well. One study examined the respiratory 
health status of 823 coal miners exposed to DE and 823 miners not exposed to DE [64]. It 
was observed that miners exposed to DE had higher occurrence rates of cough and 
phlegm than miners not exposed to DE. Another study reported diesel bus garage workers 
exposed to DE had a higher incidence of cough, phlegm and wheezing than workers not 
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exposed to DE [65]. However, there have not been studies to date with scale large enough 
to look at consistent effects on pulmonary function with respect to chronic exposure to 
DE. Several studies were conducted, though, which compared the health effects of whole 
DE and filtered DPM [66-70]. Those studies evaluated the toxic effects of whole DE and 
filtered DPM on laboratory animals with the conclusion that DPM particles are the 
primary etiologic agents of noncancer health effects in laboratory animals. Chronic and 
long-term exposure to DPM is likely to pose a lung cancer hazard to humans, and it may 
also cause respiratory symptoms, possible neurological and behavioral effects, as well as 
liver effects. 
In addition to chronic and long-term exposure to DE, many studies have focused 
on the adverse health effects associated with acute and short-term exposure to DE. 
Numerous studies considering effects of short-term exposure to DE on humans and 
animals have been carried out over the past few decades. Several studies [71-73] were 
conducted where human volunteers were exposed to diluted DE in an exposure chamber. 
Symptoms of irritation of the eyes and nose as well as an unpleasant smell were reported. 
Two other studies showed occupational short-term overexposure to DE could be 
responsible for symptoms workers developed such as persistent asthma, headache, 
heartburn as well as vomiting [74,75].  
More recently, though, several studies have been conducted which focus on the 
more acute medical effects of short-term exposure to diesel exhaust. One study was 
conducted in which 15 healthy volunteers were exposed to diluted DE with a PM10 
concentration of 300 µg/m3 for 1 hour during exercise. It was found that systemic and 
pulmonary inflammatory response is well-defined and clearly marked after that acute 
short-term exposure to DE [28]. Another study exposed 25 healthy and 15 asthmatic 
participants to DE with a PM concentration of 100 µg/m3 for 2 hours. A change in lung 
function (airway resistance) was observed in both healthy and asthmatic patients as were 
small changes in some markers of inflammation for the healthy participants but not the 
asthmatic ones [21]. A case-crossover study was conducted in which 691 patients who 
had myocardial infarction and survived at least 24 hours after the event were interviewed 
and asked to keep journals of the symptoms. The conclusion of the study was that 
susceptible persons may have an increased risk of myocardial infarction due to transient 
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exposure to traffic [27]. In response to the case-crossover study mentioned above, the 
vascular and endothelial function effects in humans due to DE inhalation were 
investigated in another study. After exposing 30 healthy men to diluted DE with a PM 
concentration of 300 µg/m3 for 1 hour during intermittent exercise, it was concluded that 
inhalation of DE impairs the regulation of vascular tone and endogenous fibrinolysis 
[22].  
In a very similar study, [20] men with prior myocardial infarction were exposed to 
the same concentration of DE as in the previous study for 1 hour during rest and 
moderate exercise. Conclusions of this study include the promotion of myocardial 
ischemia and inhibited fibrinolytic capacity in men with coronary heart disease due to 
exposure to diluted DE [23]. The findings also point to mechanisms which may explain 
the association between air pollution from combusted sources and unfavorable 
cardiovascular events. In a study which added to a previous study completed by the same 
researchers, 15 healthy men were exposed to diluted DE with a PM concentration of 300 
µg/m3 for 1 hour and observed effects 24 hours after the exposure. It was found that there 
is a “selective and persistent impairment of endothelium-dependent vasodilation which 
occurs in the presence of systemic inflammation” [29]. A different study was conducted 
in which 10 human volunteers were exposed to diluted DE with a PM concentration of 
300 µg/m3 for 1 hour. It was found that DE exposure has a functional effect in the human 
brain, indicated by a cortical stress response [20]. In two studies by the same researchers, 
volunteers were exposed to 100 and 200 µg/m3 of fine PM for 2 hours. One study found 
no consistent effect of PM exposure on the autonomous control of the heart while the 
other study found acute endothelial response and vasoconstriction of a conductance artery 
to be associated with short-term exposure to DE [24,26].  
The EPA produced a comprehensive document, the Air Quality Criteria for PM, 
which gives a full review of PM and how it relates to adverse health effects in humans 
and animals in addition to its effects on the environment [30]. Studies of short-term 
effects of DE on laboratory animals showed that overload of DPM particles can be lethal. 
However, little evidence exists which shows that short-term exposure to DE at lower 
levels can still impair lung function [30]. In summary, the adverse health effects of acute 
and short-term exposure to DE can be summarized as inducing irritations, inflammatory 
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responses in the airways and the lungs typical of asthma, possible immunological and 
allergenic effects, and acute cardiopulmonary effects. 
In order to determine how ambient particulate levels affect whole populations, 
many studies have been conducted all over the world which address the mortality rates at 
low exposure levels to daily variations in PM concentration. The risk estimated from 18 
studies conducted in 18 different locations was summarized by WHO [76]. In those 
studies, particles near the size range of PM10 were actually measured and correlated to 
mortality data. The observed relationship was that for every 10 μg/m3 increase in 24-hour 
average PM10 concentration, there is a 0.74% increase in joint estimated risk on daily 
mortality. Even though the amount of increased risk linked to a slight increase in daily 
PM10 concentration may appear small, the number of deaths estimated to be associated 
with such increased risk can be significantly large on a yearly basis depending upon 
population size. One study investigated the health effects of air pollution in six different 
cities in the US [77]. The results showed that mortality rates were strongly associated 
with PM2.5 and PM10 levels rather than the particulate levels of particles with sizes 
between PM2.5 and PM10. 
Other studies which focused on the correlations between hospital admissions and 
air pollution were also conducted over the last few decades. One such study found that 
the previous day’s 24 hour average PM10 concentration levels had a significant impact on 
the number of hospital emergency room visits for asthma in Seattle, WA [78]. 
Additionally, no evidence was found that related sulfur dioxide and ozone levels to the 
emergency room visits for asthma. Another study investigated the increase of 
hospitalization rate and/or emergency room visit frequency for respiratory conditions 
associated with exposure to PM2.5 in California Central Valley [78]. The study suggested 
that every 10% increase of PM2.5 concentration was associated with a 7.5% and a 4.1% 
increase in chronic and acute respiratory hospitalizations, respectively, as well as a 6.5% 
and a 5.2% increase in chronic and acute respiratory emergency room visits, respectively. 
Diesel engine laboratory emission studies show an increase in nanoparticle 
emissions from low PM emission engines, usually equipped with DOCs and/or DPFs 
[40]. With the enforcement of new emission regulations, special concerns have been 
raised regarding the health effects of DPM pollution in the ultrafine and nanoparticle size 
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ranges. A carbon black and diesel exhaust particle bioreactivity study was conducted 
which found the smaller particles to be more toxic and have larger surface areas [79]. 
Another study illustrated that fine and ultrafine particles were associated with increased 
mortality. However, the ultrafine particles showed more delayed effects than the fine 
particles with a lag time of about four days [80]. In another study, it was shown that 
ultrafine particles damage macrophage phagocytosis more severely than fine particles 
compared on a mass basis [81]. A further study demonstrated ultrafine elemental carbon 
(EC) particles trans-located to the liver after one day’s inhalation exposure in animal 
studies [82]. In summary, ultrafine particles and nanoparticles may be of more concern 
regarding health effects because they may be more toxic on a per mass basis, have a 
better correlation with hospitalizations, and can penetrate into the body more easily. 
2.4.  Near-Roadway and On-Roadway Studies 
As levels of air pollution in the atmosphere have increased, governmental 
agencies and institutions such as the EPA, CARB, OSHA, MSHA, and NIOSH have 
regulated ambient emission concentrations and personal exposure. Because it is argued 
that 35% of ambient PM2.5 is contributed by mobile sources [33], there has been 
increasing interest in the possibility of negative health effects due to elevated exposures 
near roadways [34,35]. In order to investigate this suspicion further, much research has 
been performed to quantify near roadway exposures by measuring ambient pollution 
concentrations near roadways and by understanding how the vehicle exhaust plume reacts 
once it is discharged from a vehicle exhaust system. 
In a recent document regarding ambient pollution monitoring strategies [35], the 
EPA stated that it recognizes the importance of near roadway exposure and is attempting 
to add near roadway pollution monitoring capabilities to the already existing ambient air 
monitoring network. In an effort to begin quantifying this type of exposure and 
understanding the near road environment, a traffic-related exposure (T-REX) study [83] 
and a Detroit Exposure and Aerosol Research Study (DEARS) [84] were conducted near 
major roadways. Those studies compared the concentrations of air toxics and PM at 
central sites located near major roadways in New York City and Detroit to numerous 
personal and residential locations nearby in addition to measuring pollutant 
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concentrations at 10, 50, 100, and 300 m from the roadway. It was found that indoor and 
outdoor PM concentrations were very similar with some component levels being lower 
indoors. It was also determined that pollutant levels decreased rapidly with distance from 
the roadway and that they decreased to background mass concentrations beyond 250 m 
from the roadway. In Los Angeles, particle size distributions, mass and elemental carbon 
concentrations were measured near roadways [85,86]. A four-fold decrease in particle 
number concentrations from a distance of 20 m from a roadway to 300 m from the 
roadway was observed. Several other studies have also found similar correlations 
between decreasing particle number concentrations and distance from roadways [87,88]. 
It has also been shown by near roadway monitoring that pollutant concentrations 
vary with vehicle type and operating conditions [87,89-92]. Some studies observed 
higher concentrations of ultrafine particles when vehicle speeds and the proportion of 
heavy-duty vehicles on the roadway increase [87,89]. Another study [92] observed that 
the highest particulate concentrations and emission rates were linked to heavy engine 
acceleration, high engine speed, and high torque. 
Numerous other studies have been more concerned with personal exposure at 
locations even closer to roadways, such as exposure inside a vehicle or beside a road. For 
example, a study conducted by the EPA [93] monitored in-vehicle pollutant 
concentrations for 10 police cars from the North Carolina State Highway Patrol. Pollutant 
concentrations were found to be orders of magnitude greater than at an ambient location 
outside the patrol station. The CARB released a similar study in 1998 [94] where in-
vehicle air toxic concentrations were measured for vehicles in Los Angeles and 
Sacramento, CA. This study also found pollutant concentrations higher inside vehicles 
than at ambient locations.  
Other studies have been conducted which focus more on public transit such as 
transit and school buses. Several studies monitored pollutant concentrations in diesel and 
natural gas school buses in Los Angeles [95,96]. These studies also found pollutant levels 
to be higher inside the buses compared with a fixed urban background site in west Los 
Angeles. However, a high amount of exposure variability was observed likely due to bus 
type, traffic congestion, and encounters with other diesel vehicles. The same researchers 
also attempted to determine whether or not school bus-related microenvironments had 
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much importance regarding children’s exposure, such as inside school buses during 
commute, at bus stops along the route, at bus loading and unloading zones, and at nearby 
background locations [97]. Depending on the pollutant considered, mean exposures 
inside school buses were found to be 50 to 200 times greater than at school unloading and 
loading zones, and 20 to 40 times greater than at bus stops along the bus route. 
Additionally, a number of other studies which focus on the exposure to pollutants inside 
passenger cars during commute found that pollutant levels were higher inside the vehicles 
while they were on busy roads [93,98-102]. 
In addition to pollution monitoring studies regarding in-vehicle exposure, there 
have been a number of studies that focus on exposure to pedestrians and bicyclists. 
Although it may seem more likely that pedestrians and bicyclists would have high 
exposures because they are very close to the roadway, existing literature show that 
exposure to pollutants in vehicle exhaust is greater for people inside vehicles compared 
with exposure for people outside of vehicles and near roadways. For example, one study 
found concentrations of PM that were 16% higher inside a car than for a person walking 
on the same route [103]. However, it was noted that the person walking may have a larger 
overall exposure due to the longer traveling time. Similarly, another study found that car 
drivers were exposed to higher concentrations of traffic-related pollutants than cyclists 
[102]. However, when cyclists’ breathing rates were considered, intake of pollutants 
approached that of the car drivers. 
Many other similar studies have been conducted in Europe and Asia. For 
example, in Northampton, UK, personal measurements of exposure to PM10, PM2.5, and 
PM1 were made during walking and inside a car along two suburban routes [103]. 
Although only background concentrations for PM10 were available, it was found that in-
car measurements were highest (43.16, 15.54, and 7.03 μg/m3 for PM10, PM2.5, and PM1, 
respectively) followed by walking (38.18, 15.06, and 7.14 μg/m3 for PM10, PM2.5, and 
PM1, respectively) with background concentrations being significantly lower (26.55 
μg/m3 for PM10). Even though the literature has shown that in-vehicle exposure to 
pollutants in vehicle exhaust is typically higher than for pedestrians and bicyclists near 
roadways, the exposure to people in close proximity to roadways is still significantly 
higher than background levels. 
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In addition to these types of exposure studies, many have been conducted which 
focus on near roadway exposure to motor vehicle exhaust due to occupational proximity. 
For example, several studies sought to quantify the exposure experienced by toll booth 
workers [104,105]. A number of studies conducted in Taiwan measured toll collectors’ 
exposures to PM and PAHs using air and biological monitoring. One study [104] focused 
on sampling during different work shifts in order to correlate traffic flow rate with PAH 
levels. Highest PAH levels were found during the work shift associated with the morning 
rush. Another study [105] measured elemental and organic carbon concentrations for 
different lanes of traffic moving through a toll plaza in Taiwan. As expected, it was found 
that the bus and truck lanes had higher concentrations of PM than did the car lanes. 
Recognizing the potential pollutant exposure and corresponding health risks presented by 
the previous studies, another study [106] set out to evaluate the effectiveness of current 
Baltimore tollbooth ventilation systems in protecting tollbooth workers from elevated 
exposure to pollutants in vehicle exhaust. The 2 to 4 fold reduction in outdoor to indoor 
pollutant concentrations led researchers to believe that the ventilation systems in the 
Baltimore Harbor Tunnel tollbooths were adequate in reducing exposure.  
As mentioned above, some researchers have approached the issue of exposure to 
vehicle exhaust by measuring pollutant concentrations near roadways, in vehicles, and 
beside roads; others have approached the issue by trying to determine what happens to 
exhaust once it is discharged from a vehicle through exhaust plume characterization and 
understanding. Some of the first research in this area was conducted by the Particle 
Technology Laboratory at the University of Minnesota with the measurement of particle 
distributions near the Harbor Freeway in Los Angeles, CA [107]. Using the Air 
Resources Board Mobile Air Pollution Laboratory, it was found that a significant amount 
of aerosol was contributed by the passing traffic on the freeway and a large nuclei mode 
referred to as a combustion mode was observed. 
Other research in this area was launched in 1987 with the development of a 
remote sensing technology by the University of Denver [108]. This technology originally 
used an infrared sensor to emulate a typical non-dispersive infrared (NDIR) analyzer. The 
first sensor developed could detect only CO. Using this sensor, the researchers were able 
to determine what percentage of the ambient CO was due to the passing vehicles and 
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consequently, determine whether or not the vehicles were running stoichiometrically. The 
sensor was used to measure CO emissions from on-road vehicles in Denver, Colorado 
Springs, and Chicago over several years [108]. Later, the ability to detect CO2, HC, NOx, 
SOx, and other compounds found in vehicle exhaust were added to the original sensor 
created by the University of Denver and emissions were measured for fleets of on-road 
vehicles in additional US cities over 8 years from 1990 to 1998 [109-111]. Funded by the 
CRC under the E-23 program, the sensor was also used to measure emissions from on-
road vehicles in four US cities several times each over the course of 8 years from 1998 to 
2006 [112]. Thus, over the course of 19 years the sensor designed by D. Stedman and G. 
Bishop at the University of Denver measured emissions from on-road vehicle fleets in 
over 21 countries and 25 US locations. 
At roughly the same time as the initial studies conducted by the University of 
Denver, the University of Minnesota conducted several studies measuring the on-road 
particle number, mass, and volume concentration, particle size distribution, and other 
quantities in the plumes of highway tractors [113]. The findings from those studies have 
become the basis for what is known about the evolution of exhaust plumes as they are 
discharged from tailpipes or stacks. The University of Minnesota continued this research 
as part of the E-43 program, funded by the CRC, by setting out to better understand the 
nature of emissions in the tailpipe to nose process occurring on and near roadways [40]. 
In that program, the University of Minnesota used a variety of measurement 
techniques to complete vehicle chase studies with a mobile emissions laboratory, wind 
tunnel studies, and chassis and engine dynamometer studies. Through those studies it was 
found that a stronger correlation existed between local traffic patterns and particle 
number concentration than with particle mass concentration [38]. Additionally, more 
nanoparticles were observed when traffic speeds were high. From on-road chase studies, 
it was found that all of the vehicles tested had bimodal particle distributions. Old and new 
technology vehicles had similar nuclei modes but the new technology vehicles had fewer 
accumulation mode particles. On-road dilution was on the order of 1000:1 in 2 seconds, 
and volatile compounds composed the bulk of the aerosols [38]. Wind tunnel studies 
[36], conducted in conjunction with West Virginia University, showed much lower 
dilution ratios, in addition to a unimodal particle distribution rather than a bimodal 
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distribution. In a subcontract with Carnegie Melon University, on-road particle emission 
data were used with a dispersion model to simulate evolution of the plume particle 
distribution as it diluted and mixed with ambient air. It was computed that the time 
required for a plume to disperse 90% and 99% of the initial particle number took 20 to 30 
minutes and the distance these particles can travel in this time ranged from 100 m to 10 
km [40].  
In addition to those studies, several studies were conducted which exposed rats in 
varying degrees of health to vehicle exhaust emissions during on-road chase experiments 
[114-116]. It was found that on-road exposure experiments such as these were indeed 
feasible, and it was noted that there did not appear to be a difference between responses 
from rats exposed to gas phase emissions and response from rates exposed to the gas 
phase/particle mixture [116]. It was also determined that many of the symptoms observed 
in the rats agree with those found in human exposure studies [114]. Additional reports 
based on the many studies performed using the University of Minnesota’s mobile 
emissions laboratory reported the findings from all on-road diesel and spark ignited 
engine experiments [117,118]. 
   
3. Experimental Setup and Procedures 
The experimental test setup used to carry out this study consisted of several 
pollutant measurement analyzers, a diesel fueled truck, a gasoline fueled truck, a device 
to record engine control unit (ECU) data, two laptop computers to record ECU data and 
data from the measurement equipment, and a mannequin and stroller used as pedestrian 
surrogates to observe adult and child exposure scenarios. The pollutant analyzers were 
used to measure concentrations of PM, CO2, CO, and NOx continuously as one of the 
two test vehicles was driven past the sampling site under known operating conditions. 
The particulate analyzer and the air pump it requires were strapped to a wooden pallet for 
easy transportation to and from the sampling site. The gaseous analyzers were strapped to 
a rolling cart for easy transportation to and from the sampling site also. Several gas 
bottles used for calibration were fixed to dollies for ease of transport to and from the 
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different points throughout the column, the increase in current due to each particle’s 
charge is measured. The outputs from the 22 electrometers are then processed in real time 
to provide spectral equivalent diameter data and other desired particle parameters. 
 
Figure 3-2: Cambustion DMS500 Fast Particle Spectrometer (cambustion.co.uk). 
 
Although the particles in diesel exhaust do not have a uniform density and are not 
always spherical, both spherical shape and constant density are typically assumed when 
estimating mass using sample data from instruments designed to measure particle 
number-weighted size distribution via particle mobility [119]. For example, the TSI 
Engine Exhaust Particle Sizer™, a mobility-based instrument that operates on the same 
principle as the DMS500, requires the assumption of spherical particles of unit density to 
calculate mass [120]. Mobility-based instruments are based on Stokes’ law which can be 
used to determine each particle’s equivalent spherical diameter. The equivalent spherical 
diameter defines the equivalent diameter of a spherical particle of unit density with the 
same settling velocity as the collected particles [119].  
Though this approach has been used by some [120], others have instead 
developed more empirical relationships between the electrical mobility diameter of the 
particles and the mass of the particles. A recent study [121], which compared the 
DMS500 and a Scanning Mobility Particle Sizer (SMPS), described the development of 
the following relationship between particle size and mass for the DMS500: 
   19.3161054.1)( emeDgMass ⋅×=
−μ                      Eq. 1 
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where Deme is the electrical mobility equivalent diameter in nanometers. Both of these 
approaches for calculating mass from DMS500 particle number data were applied to the 
data from this study and compared to each other. 
3.1.2.  Horiba AIA-220 CO/CO2 Analyzer 
The Horiba AIA-220 analyzer, installed in a custom measurement system, 
measured CO and CO2 continuously using nondispersive infrared (NDIR) technology. 
The custom measurement system consisted of an aluminum container about 2 ft on all 
sides which housed the analyzer, a pump to control and provide adequate sample flow, a 
particulate filter to remove any particles that may damage the instrument, a cooler to 
remove all water vapor from the sample, and stainless steel transport tubing wrapped in 
heated insulating wire. Including the analyzer, the measurement system used a sample 
flow rate of about 7 liters per minute.  
Before testing began, the Horiba AIA-220 analyzer was calibrated using NIST 
traceable CO2 and CO gases and linear regression using 11 points over a range from 0 to 
2.003 % for CO2 and 0 to 99.8 ppm for CO. To do this, both the measured concentrations 
and the corresponding analog voltage outputs were recorded. Second order quadratic 
polynomial regression equations were developed from these calibrations and used to 
predict concentrations from recorded voltages. The calibration data and the plotted 
quadratic regression equations can be seen in Appendix A. The concentration range used 
for calibration of CO was chosen based on expected concentrations in the vehicle 
exhaust. The concentration range used for calibration of CO2 was chosen because it was 
the lowest concentration available at the laboratory. During testing, the analyzer was 
zeroed and spanned every hour. Zeroing the analyzer was accomplished by flooding the 
analyzer probe with pure nitrogen gas. Similarly, the analyzer was spanned by flooding 
the analyzer probe with NIST traceable gases. 
3.1.3.  EcoPhysics CLD-822 NOx Analyzer 
The EcoPhysics CLD-822 analyzer measured NOx continuously using the 
principle of chemiluminescence. This analyzer was used separately, without a custom 
measurement system using only the internal pump of the analyzer and had a flow rate of 
approximately two liters per minute. Before testing began, the EcoPhysics CLD-822 
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analyzer was calibrated using NIST traceable NOx gas and linear regression using 11 
points over a range from 0 to 101 ppm. To do this, both the measured concentrations and 
their corresponding analog voltage outputs were recorded. A linear regression equation 
was developed from the calibrations and used to predict concentrations from recorded 
voltages. The calibration data and the plotted linear regression equations can be seen in 
Appendix A. The concentration range used for calibration was chosen because it was the 
lowest concentration available at the laboratory. During testing, the analyzer was zeroed 
and spanned every hour. Zeroing the analyzer was accomplished by flooding the analyzer 
probe with pure nitrogen gas. Similarly, the analyzer was spanned by flooding the 
analyzer probe with NIST traceable gas. 
3.1.4.  Analyzer Response 
Although the Horiba and EcoPhysics analyzers are considered to be continuously 
integrated and nearly instantaneous by manufacturer specifications, in practice there is a 
substantial lag time. In a typical emissions measurement laboratory setup, these analyzers 
have been found to have response delays up to 15 seconds which are well known and 
documented [122]. However, the bulk of these delays are not caused by the analyzers 
alone, rather, they are also due to the flow of exhaust through a vehicle’s exhaust system 
and travel time through the emission sampling system. According to manufacturer user 
manuals, the Horiba and EcoPhysics analyzers have delays of 0.5 to 10 s and less than 1 
s, respectively, from the time a sample enters the analyzer until it is detected by the 
sensor. The sample tubing used in this study was approximately 5 m long with an inner 
diameter of 3.2 mm. The transport delays for the analyzer sampling systems were 
calculated using this information and Equation 2: 
F
VTD =      Eq. 2 
where TD is the transport delay, V is the volume of the sample line and sampling system, 
and F is the sampling system flow rate. The transport delays were calculated to be 
approximately 3 and 11 seconds for the Horiba and EcoPhysics sampling systems, 
respectively. The time delays between sample collection at the probe inlet and sensor 
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response are given by the analyzer specifications stated previously and are in addition to 
the transport delays presently discussed. 
3.2.  Test Vehicles 
The diesel test vehicle was a 2006 Dodge Ram 2500 with a 5.9 L, 325-hp, 6 
cylinder diesel engine that discharges its combustion products through an exhaust system 
outfitted with an oxidation catalytic converter. The gasoline test vehicle was a 2001 
Dodge Ram 1500 with a 5.2 L, 230-hp, 8 cylinder gasoline engine that discharges its 
combustion products through an exhaust system outfitted with a three-way catalytic 
converter. The tailpipes of both vehicles discharge towards the passenger side of the 
vehicle behind the rear wheel. More test vehicles were not considered due to a lack of 
resources. The test vehicles can be seen in Figure 3-3. 
 
Figure 3-3: Test vehicles: Dodge Ram 2500 (left) and Dodge Ram 1500 (right). 
 
3.3.  Engine Control Unit Data Logger 
An AutoTap OBDII Diagnostic Scanner, show in Figure 3-4, connected to an on 
board laptop computer running AutoTap software was used to monitor and record 
broadcast engine control unit (ECU) data. The broadcast ECU parameters recorded 
include the vehicle speed, engine speed, calculated percentage load, engine coolant 
temperature, and percent throttle position angle. Note that calculated percentage load is a 
broadcast parameter and was not calculated by the author. Also, note that throughout the 
results the engine power is referred to often. This parameter was calculated by the author 
using a torque versus engine speed curve for the engines of the test vehicles. The torque 
vs. engine speed curve and procedure used to compute the engine power are shown in 
Appendix B. The software allowed the vehicle operator to monitor in real-time the 
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calculated percentage load which made it possible to maintain the desired engine loads of 
100%, 50%, and 0% when passing the sampling location. These loads were chosen to 
simulate real world driving conditions such as hard acceleration, medium acceleration, 
and vehicle cruising. 
 
Figure 3-4: AutoTap OBDII Diagnostic Scanner. 
3.4.  Pedestrian Surrogate and Sample Probe Support 
 At the sampling location, a lifelike mannequin with a detachable StyrofoamTM 
head was used as a surrogate for human pedestrians. Note that the neck was 
extraordinarily long due to the detachable head. However, this abnormality was not 
expected to have a great effect on the results of the study. The mannequin can be seen in 
Figure 3-5. Including the head, the mannequin was about 1.8 m tall (i.e., approximately 
1.65 m above the ground at the mouth). It had a rigid stance with no moving body parts 
except for detachable limbs and was held in a standing position by a metal stand which 
attached to the mannequin’s calf. As shown in Figure 3-5, during testing the mannequin 
wore a maroon turtleneck long sleeve shirt and gray sweatpants. The mannequin was a 
custom model manufactured by Fusion Specialties and was purchased at a flea market.  
Sample probes located in the mouth of the mannequin, Figure 3-6, extended 
though the back of the StyrofoamTM head and attached to Teflon® transport tubing 5 m in 
length connected to the analyzers. To mimic a child in a stroller, the mannequin’s head, 
sample probes and all, were placed inside a stroller and positioned near the roadway. The 
full mannequin and the stroller setup can be seen in Figure 3-5. During this setup, the 
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sample probes were approximately 0.85 meters from the ground. To support the Teflon 
tubing at the mannequin’s head, a support stand constructed from 1” square cross 
sectional strut channel. The support stand was not only used to support the transport 




Figure 3-5: Pedestrian surrogate mannequin (left) mannequin's head simulation in stroller (right). 
 
 
Figure 3-6: Mannequin's head with sample probes in mouth and attachment to sample tubing. 
3.5.  Study Site 
The study was conducted during August 2007 in Morgantown, West Virginia on a 
two-lane road bisecting the WVU Evansdale campus. The study location was chosen for 
its minimal traffic congestion and the presence of an adequate power supply. 
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Additionally, the land on one side of the road was relatively flat for about 5 m, providing 
a simple topography that should be comparable to many urban or suburban sites. There 
was a single building nearby that could have caused a small urban canyon effect. 
However, preliminary measurements revealed that background concentrations of 
pollutants of interest were very low. Thus, it is unlikely that the building would prevent 
dispersion of the vehicle exhaust or affect measurements. 
3.6.  Scenarios Observed 
Although the term “pedestrian” typically refers to a person walking or traveling 
on foot, for the purposes of this study the term was broadened to include persons who are 
near roadways and either walking or standing. Also, the term does not distinguish 
between individuals who are nearby for occupational or for personal reasons. Analyzers 
were placed along the test road to measure exhaust constituents at the mouth of a 
surrogate pedestrian. During periods of sampling, a diesel fueled vehicle was driven past 
the mannequin and the analyzers under different operating conditions. 
Though there have been several studies to analyze near-tailpipe vehicle exhaust or 
near-roadway exposure [123-126], few have instrumented the vehicle to record ECU data 
during the drive-by incidents, as was done in this study. The instrumented mannequin 
was placed beside the roadway to simulate an adult male standing on the sidewalk next to 
a roadway. In addition, the mannequin’s head was removed and placed in a stroller to 
simulate a child in a stroller. For the third test scenario, the mannequin was removed and 
the sample probes were attached to the support stand described earlier to allow for 
comparison of samples taken at the same height with and without the presence of the 
simulated human. This setup was considered because the shape and location of a person 
could affect the sample due to factors such as eddies caused by air flow around a body. 
The three operating conditions that were varied when the test vehicle passed the 
sampling location were (i) acceleration at nearly 100% (full) load, (ii) acceleration at 
about 50% (part) load, and (iii) cruising at a constant velocity with high engine speed. 
These operating conditions were chosen because all three commonly occur near 
pedestrians and could be expected to produce very different levels of particulate matter 
expulsion. Several studies [90-92] have shown that the formation of particulate matter 
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and other diesel exhaust constituents varies greatly with engine operation. The highest 
particulate concentrations and emission rates observed in the third study were linked to 
heavy engine acceleration, high engine speed, and high torque [92]. 
The acceleration tests were accomplished by accelerating the vehicle from a 
rolling start (5 mph) past the sampling location and reaching about 25 mph while 
monitoring the engine load to ensure that the proper load was maintained while the 
vehicle passed the sampling location. The cruising tests were accomplished by 
accelerating the vehicle to approximately 25 mph and maintaining a constant speed for at 
least 30 meters before passing the sampling location. During these drive-by tests, the 
vehicle operator attempted, when near the sample locations, to keep the vehicle at a 
distance of about 0.5 m from the curb and thus about 0.75 m horizontally from the sample 
probes. Four to six drive-bys were conducted for each combination of scenarios. 
The drive-by incidents were conducted according to the diagram shown in Figure 
3-7. The adult and child scenarios were setup such that the adult’s mouth was 
approximately 1.02 m above the tailpipe of the passing vehicle, and the child’s mouth 
was about 0.254 m above the tailpipe. Additionally, the pedestrians were approximately 
0.152 m above the roadway as if they were on a sidewalk, typical of urban or suburban 
settings. Although it was not necessarily kept constant during testing, the edge of the 
vehicle’s tailpipe was usually about 0.762 m horizontally from the plane in which the 
edges of the sampling tubes were located. 
 
 
Figure 3-7: Diagram of drive-by experiment layout. 
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3.7.  Pollution Monitoring  
Teflon sample lines from the analyzers were connected directly to the 
mannequin’s mouth and run roughly 5 m to the sampling devices. Air was sampled 
continuously providing continuous emissions data as the test vehicle passed the 
mannequin during each test run. Data from all of the analyzers were recorded 
simultaneously by connecting the analog outputs of the Horiba and EcoPhysics analyzers 
to the analog inputs on the Cambustion DMS500 via modified coaxial cable. A program, 
supplied with the Cambustion DMS500, was used both to control the DMS500 
instrument and to record the PM, CO, CO2, and NOx measurements. The resulting 
measurements were associated with specific test vehicle engine conditions by 
synchronizing the computer used to record analyzer measurements with the computer 
recording engine data. The time at which the vehicle passed the sampling point was 
recorded using a Microsoft Visual Basic™ program custom-written for this study by the 
author. Using these time-stamped data, the engine conditions during each test could be 
correlated with the emissions measured during each test. To ensure that emissions linked 
with the test vehicle were not affected by other vehicles, the drive-by runs were 
conducted when there were no other operating vehicles nearby. 
Because the particle size range of the DMS500 typically accounts for 80 to 95 
percent of the total particulate matter mass found in diesel exhaust [127], the resulting 
measurements can be assumed to approximate PM2.5 concentrations. Thus, PM 
measurements were taken to estimate PM2.5 exposure, CO was measured as an attempt to 
correlate CO concentrations with PM concentrations (see [128]), and CO2 and NOx were 
measured to help quantify the dilution ratio of the exhaust exiting the test vehicle’s 
tailpipe. 
3.7.  Data Reduction 
In order to be sure the data acquired during testing was adequate, the data were 
reviewed periodically throughout testing. After testing was complete and all the data had 
been acquired from testing, a program custom-written in Microsoft Visual Basic for 
Applications (VBA) ™ was used to extract the desired data from text files and import it 
into a Microsoft Excel™ file. During extraction, the gaseous sample concentrations were 
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calculated from the observed voltages using the corresponding calibration equations. In 
addition, the concentration of particulate matter in micrograms per cubic meter of air 
(μg/m3) was computed using the previously mentioned analyses correlating particle 
diameter and mass. 
A vehicle’s exhaust system and the emission sampling system both have time 
delays (up to 12 seconds combined) [122,129,130], although raw exhaust measurements, 
such as obtained in this study, typically have shorter time delays than standard dilution 
tunnel measurements [130]. Consequently, all figures containing this gaseous data had to 
be corrected based on the analyzer specifications as well as the measured sampling 
delays. By combining the transport delays and manufacturer specified delays mentioned 
previously, the delay for the CO and CO2 data was estimated to be approximately 3.5 
seconds, and the delay for the NOx data was estimated to be about 12 seconds. These 
delays were required in order to correlate the emissions with specific engine operating 
conditions. However, the instantaneous pollutant concentration data obtained from 
analyzers are diffused in time [130] because they do not represent the instantaneous 
emissions that may arise due to a short lived engine operating condition. No measures 
were taken to rectify the data because the nature of the diffusion was unknown. 
3.8.  Exposure Estimation 
Human exposure to diesel exhaust is typically considered as an average 
particulate matter concentration over a certain amount of time. For example, the MSHA 
exposure limit is a concentration averaged over an 8 hour period [32]. During drive-by 
incidents, the measured concentration of particulate matter is initially equivalent to the 
background concentration but quickly increases to a maximum as the exhaust plume 
reaches the sample lines. It then decreases back to the background concentration levels as 
the exhaust is diluted by mixing with ambient air.  
In order to estimate the exposure pedestrians may experience, the instantaneous 
sample concentrations of particulate matter obtained at 5 Hz from the DMS500 were 
mathematically averaged over the duration of each drive by incident. For this study, the 
duration of an incident was defined as the time interval beginning when the exhaust 
plume from the tailpipe produced a noticeable increase in particulate matter concentration 
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at the computer and ending when the exhaust plume had diluted sufficiently that the 
measured concentration of particulate matter was near background levels again. The 
noticeable increase in concentration or beginning of an event was determined by first 
computing the standard deviation of the background concentration for two to four 
seconds starting at the events time stamp. A three point (0.3 second) running average of 
the concentration was then computed. If this value was greater than the average 
background concentration plus 10 times the standard deviation of the background 
concentration, the time associated with the second point in the three point average was 
considered to be the time the event began. The end of the event was similarly determined 
to be when the value of the running average was less than the average background 
concentration plus 10 times the standard deviation of the background concentration. 
To compare the estimated mass inhaled during the drive-by incidents with the 
estimated mass inhaled at ambient conditions, maximum and minimum ambient 
conditions were specified. The ambient concentrations considered were equivalent to (i) 
the National Ambient Air Quality Standard and (ii) the ambient concentration in 
Darrington, Washington, a city which the EPA considers to have good air quality. These 
ambient concentrations of 35 and 5 μg/m3, respectively, represent reasonable maximum 
and minimum expected ambient concentrations of particulate matter.  
Since the number of drive-bys in the study was fewer than the number pedestrians 
may experience on city sidewalks, the estimated exposures for typical pedestrians were 
determined by multiplying the average test values by a reasonable estimate of typical 
frequency of drive-bys. For the latter, it should be noted that the theoretical maximum 
traffic volume a single lane road can support is given by the ratio of vehicle speed and 
vehicle spacing [131]. Assuming a speed limit of 25 mph, such as that of the test road, 
and a vehicle spacing of 12.2 meters (approximately two car lengths), the maximum 
traffic volume that can be obtained is 3,300 vehicles per hour. Of course, not all vehicles 
are diesel-powered and gasoline engines also emit particles at measurable mass and 
number levels [132,133]; particle mass and number emissions from gasoline vehicles are 
orders of magnitude smaller than from diesel vehicles. Using the assumptions made in the 
EPA’s MOBILE6 emissions model, it was determined that 1.02% of all light duty 
vehicles and class 2B and class 3 heavy duty vehicles produced in the US in 2008 were 
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diesel fueled [134]. This percentage implies that on average 33 diesel fueled vehicles pass 
a single point on a road, such as described above, every hour. Therefore, over an 8 hour 
period, a typical incident count could be as high as 264. Note that this 8 hour time period 
comes from an occupational exposure standard. Also, note that the diesel test vehicle 
used in this study is representative of class 2B heavy duty diesel vehicles. 
Another type of short-term exposure considered to be applicable to drive-by 
incidents, such as explored in this study, is exposure per inhalation. This type of short-
term exposure deals with single inhalations of very high concentrations. To determine 
this exposure as a worst case scenario, an incident from each scenario with the highest 
instantaneous concentrations was aligned with the inspiration of a breath. Inspiration 
lengths of 2.5 and 1.5 seconds were used to imitate walking and standing breathing rates, 
respectively. This maximum amount of particulate matter inhaled in a single breath 
during a drive-by incident was then compared to the amount of particulate matter inhaled 
in a single breath at the same ambient conditions stated previously. 
 
4. Results and Discussion 
4.1.  Drive-By Test Results 
The raw data from typical drive-by tests with the diesel pickup truck can be seen 
in Figure 4-1, Figure 4-2, and Figure 4-3. Figure 4-1 represents the case where the test 
vehicle accelerated past the mannequin at nearly full load. Figure 4-2 corresponds to the 
case where the test vehicle accelerated past the mannequin at part load. Figure 4-3 shows 
the case in which the test vehicle was driven past the mannequin at a constant velocity 
with high engine speed and low load. In these figures, the driving conditions of the test 
vehicle, namely engine speed, calculated percentage load, and power, as well as the 
concentrations of the desired exhaust constituents at the mouth of the mannequin were 
plotted versus time. 
Although Figure 4-1, Figure 4-2, and Figure 4-3 show only one typical plot 
obtained from each driving condition considered with the mannequin, it can be seen that 
the curves representing instantaneous particulate matter concentration are quite different 
in each plot. This is because peak concentrations and durations of exposure incidents 
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varied widely from test to test and because truck operation differed from case to case. 
Wind speed and direction greatly affected the peak concentrations measured and the 
durations of the exposure incidents by affecting the exhaust travel time from the tailpipe 
to the sample lines and varying the exhaust dilution and amount of residual entrainment 
in eddies. The vehicle operator also affected the repeatability of tests due to varied pedal 
commands and vehicle positioning with respect to the sampling point. 
 
 
Figure 4-1: Raw data from hard acceleration drive-by with mannequin. 
 
In Figure 4-1, the engine speed, calculated percentage load, and the power are all 
near the maximum of their respective ranges. As such, notice that the total particle 
concentration peaks in the low 2 millions. Also, notice that the CO and CO2 
concentrations peak and return to background concentrations while there appears to be no 





Figure 4-2: Raw data from medium acceleration drive-by with mannequin. 
 
In Figure 4-2, it can be seen that the peak total particle concentration is much 
lower than the peak shown in Figure 4-1 as are the engine speed, calculated percentage 
load, and power. Additionally, the peak concentrations of CO and CO2 are also lower. 
However, the NOx concentration again appears to have no noticeable peak. 
 
 




In Figure 4-3, it can be seen that the peak total particle concentration is even 
lower than in the previous to figures. However, in this case, only the calculated 
percentage load and the power are low. The engine speed is near the maximum of its 
range. Figure 4-1, Figure 4-2, and Figure 4-3 are significant because they show how that 
exhaust pollutant concentrations are dependent on vehicle engine operating conditions. In 
particular, high engine power and hard vehicle acceleration produce the highest levels of 
PM. 
As discussed previously, two methods for computing the particulate mass were 
utilized in this study. One method was specifically developed for the DMS500 while the 
other was typical of mobility based particle sizing instruments assuming spherical 
particles of unit density. When comparing the results using these two methods, Figure 
4-4, it was found that the mobility based method was consistently 1.4 times higher than 
the DMS specific method. Despite this difference, the DMS specific method for 
calculating particulate mass was used for computational ease. 
 
 
Figure 4-4: Comparison of mass concentration determination methods. 
 
Using the method just discussed, the particle number and mass concentrations for 
all drive-by test runs performed were plotted and can be seen in Appendix C. In order to 
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compare the diesel and gasoline vehicles, the number and mass concentrations from a full 
load acceleration test with each vehicle were plotted together in Figure 4-5. Note that the 
concentrations obtained with the diesel vehicle are some of the lowest encountered during 
full load acceleration tests with the diesel vehicle. Also, note that the concentrations 
shown for the gasoline vehicle are some of the highest observed during full load 
acceleration tests with the gasoline vehicle. 
 
 
Figure 4-5: Particle number and mass concentrations for diesel and gasoline vehicle. 
 
In Figure 4-5, it is apparent that the number concentration measured during the 
full load acceleration test with the diesel vehicle is on average four times higher than that 
obtained using the gasoline vehicle. It is also apparent that the mass concentration 
obtained during the diesel vehicle drive-by is on average an order of magnitude greater 
than that acquired with the gasoline vehicle. This shows that the lowest average 
concentrations attained with the diesel test vehicle are higher than the highest average 
concentration obtained with the gasoline vehicle. Unless a significant difference exists 
between the way in which exhaust exits the gasoline test vehicle and the diesel test 
vehicle, these results imply that the diesel test vehicle emits higher concentrations of both 































































In order to see which particle mode was most prominent (i.e. had the highest 
number of particles) and which particle mode was responsible for the most mass, the 
normalized particle number and mass concentration size distributions were plotted for 
Figure 4-5. The normalized number and mass weighted size distributions for the diesel 
vehicle can be seen in Figure 4-6 and Figure 4-7, respectively. The normalized number 
and mass weighted size distributions for the gasoline vehicle can be seen in Figure 4-8 
and Figure 4-9, respectively.  
 
 
Figure 4-6: Normalized number weighted particle size distribution obtained with the diesel vehicle. 
 
 In Figure 4-6, it can be seen that before and after the diesel drive-by incident the 
normalized number weighted particle size distribution is dominated by accumulation 
mode particles about 100 nm in electrical mobility diameter. However, during the drive-
by incident (about 2 to 9 seconds) the normalized number weighted size distribution is 
composed of a combination of accumulation mode and nuclei mode particles. The 






Figure 4-7: Normalized mass weighted particle size distribution obtained with the diesel vehicle. 
 
 In Figure 4-7, it can be seen that the mass weighted size distribution during the 
diesel drive-by incident is dominated by a marginally wider accumulation mode than 
before and after the drive-by incident. This could be significant to exposure because most 
of the particles are just above the range typically associated with UFPs which have an 




Figure 4-8: Normalized number weighted particle size distribution obtained with the gasoline vehicle. 
 
In Figure 4-8, it can be seen that before and after the gasoline drive-by incident 
the normalized number weighted particle size distribution is dominated by the smaller 
accumulation mode particles. However, during the drive-by incident (about 2 to 4 
seconds) the normalized number weighted size distribution is composed of a combination 





Figure 4-9: Normalized mass weighted particle size distribution obtained with the gasoline vehicle. 
 
In Figure 4-9, the normalized mass weighted particle size distribution obtained 
during the gasoline vehicle drive-by incident is similar to that of the diesel vehicle in that 
it is also dominated by accumulation mode particles. However, before and after the main 
plume from the incident is observed, the normalized mass weighted particle size 
distribution is dominated by smaller accumulation mode particles. Although the 
normalized number and mass weighted particle size distributions during full load 
acceleration tests with both the diesel and gasoline vehicle are similar, the non-
normalized particle size distributions are not. The differences can be seen in Figure 4-10, 
Figure 4-11, Figure 4-12, and Figure 4-13. For contrast, the lognormal particle size 
distributions for both vehicles for all scenarios during each test run can be seen in 
Appendix D. From the figures in Appendix D, it can be seen that the particle counts 
obtained with the diesel vehicle are typically an order of magnitude greater those 





Figure 4-10: Number weighted particle size distribution obtained with the diesel vehicle. 
 
 In Figure 4-10, the number weighted size distribution obtained with the diesel 
vehicle during a full load acceleration test reached a maximum of about 600,000 
particles/cc. However, note that this maximum is one of the lowest observed during the 
diesel drive-by acceleration tests. This maximum occurs at a particle diameter of about 86 




Figure 4-11: Mass weighted particle size distribution obtained with the diesel vehicle. 
 
 In Figure 4-11, the mass weighted particle size distribution obtained with the 
diesel vehicle during a full load acceleration test reached a maximum of about 0.0003 
µg/cc. Again, note that this maximum is one of the lowest observed during the diesel 
drive-by acceleration tests. Although the maximum particle concentration had a particle 
diameter of around 86 nm, the maximum of the mass weighted distribution had a particle 




Figure 4-12: Number weighted particle size distribution obtained with the gasoline vehicle. 
 
 In Figure 4-12, the number weighted size distribution obtained with the gasoline 
vehicle during a full load acceleration test reached a maximum of about 128,000 
particles/cc. Although this particle concentration is a maximum of the gasoline vehicle 
tests, it is four times lower than the lowest maximum of the diesel vehicle tests. However, 
while the particle concentrations of the gasoline vehicle are lower, the size distribution 
obtained with the gasoline vehicle is comprised of nuclei and accumulation mode 
particles which is smaller than the size distribution from the diesel vehicle which is 
comprised primarily of accumulation mode particles. The highest number of particles 




Figure 4-13: Mass weighted particle size distribution obtained with the gasoline vehicle. 
 
In Figure 4-13, the mass weighted particle size distribution obtained with the 
gasoline vehicle during a full load acceleration test reached a maximum of about 
0.000044 µg/cc. Although this mass concentration is a maximum of the gasoline vehicle 
tests, it is almost seven times lower than the lowest maximum of the diesel vehicle tests. 
However, unlike with the particle concentrations, the mass concentrations obtained with 
the gasoline and diesel vehicles have similar size distributions which are comprised 
primarily of accumulation mode particles. The largest amount of particle mass occurs in 
particles having diameters around 133.35 nm. 
The average incident particulate matter concentrations observed and the 
corresponding incident durations for the hard acceleration, medium acceleration, and 
cruising tests with the diesel test vehicle can be seen in Table 4-1, Table 4-2, and Table 
4-3, respectively. The average incident particulate matter concentrations observed and the 
corresponding incident durations for the hard acceleration, medium acceleration, and 
cruising tests with the gasoline test vehicle can be seen in, Table 4-5, and Table 4-6, 
respectively. In these tables, the durations were determined mathematically by the 
methods described previously and the particulate matter concentrations were computed 
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using the DMS specific method. Because the hard acceleration tests are of much more 
concern due to the amount of PM discharged, the results from Table 4-3 and Table 4-4 
are shown visually in Figure 4-14 and Figure 4-15. 
 
 
Figure 4-14: Average incident PM concentrations for all full load acceleration tests. 
 
Figure 4-14 shows the comparison between the gasoline and diesel test vehicles 
on a larger scale. In this figure, the average incident PM concentrations for each test run 
and each scenario can be seen. Except for a few exceptions (the anomaly in test run 6 for 
the gasoline-mannequin case), it is obvious that the PM concentrations obtained with the 
diesel vehicle are orders of magnitude greater than those obtained with the gasoline 
vehicle. Additionally, it can be seen that within the diesel test runs, the child exposure 
scenario referred to as the “stroller” scenario has higher concentrations than the other 
exposure scenarios considered. This has implications about where exposure is greatest 
(notice the drive-by diagram shown in Figure 3-7). This figure also shows that the 
average incident PM concentrations obtained with the diesel vehicle can approach the 
same order of magnitude as concentrations used in human dose studies. It must be kept in 
mind though, that current in-use diesel vehicles could potentially produce PM 
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concentrations that are an order of magnitude or more, greater than those obtained in this 
study. 
 
Figure 4-15: Average incident durations for all full load acceleration tests. 
 
 In Figure 4-15, the average incident durations associated with the concentrations 
shown in Figure 4-14 are shown. Although the durations appear to be random, in general, 
the durations of the diesel drive-by incidents are longer. However, because of numerous 





Table 4-1: Average incident PM concentrations, durations, and peak concentrations for hard 
acceleration diesel drive-bys. 
 
 
The results from Table 4-1 imply that average incident particulate matter 
concentrations near a roadway during a drive-by incident with the diesel test vehicle 
under heavy acceleration (100% load) are near levels used in human clinical studies (e.g. 
300 μg/m3). Furthermore, the peak concentrations observed during these drive-by 
incidents can reach more than 4 times those concentrations used in human studies. Low 
particulate concentrations such as these have been documented to cause acute health 
effects including accumulation of particulate matter in the lungs. However, accumulation 
occurs over longer periods of time or numerous exposure incidents. It must be 
considered, though, that these results were obtained via a simplistic model that represents 
an in-use minimum for medium and heavy duty diesel vehicle PM expulsion. In reality, a 
large number of drive-bys would have a more significant effect on exposure because 
ambient levels of pollutants would build as not all of the pollutants are carried away or 
dispersed. Additionally, it must be noted that the study was not attempting to map the 
exhaust plumes and as such, measurements were not necessarily taken at the center of the 
exhaust plume. This implies that particulate matter concentrations could be significantly 
higher. Also, note that during the full load acceleration tests, the child exposure scenario 
experienced the highest PM concentrations which were almost 2 and 3 times higher than 
the mannequin and no mannequin cases. Furthermore, the mannequin case had 








Mannequin 1 62.95 5.4 267.10
2 65.66 6.6 136.44
3 0.00 0 0.00
4 105.75 1.4 427.31
5 159.07 6 554.03
6 50.64 7.8 164.65
Stroller 1 276.26 9.2 1338.97
2 180.31 6.6 814.23
3 151.22 12 1297.43
4 139.77 15 821.56
5 92.26 26.6 975.70
6 105.52 6.6 322.31
w/o Mannequin 1 71.67 13.6 340.31
2 25.52 4.8 170.13
3 38.89 6 207.42
4 64.85 6.2 183.65
5 36.82 15.2 220.37
6 109.20 8.8 263.16
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Table 4-2: Average incident PM concentrations, durations, and peak concentrations for medium 
acceleration diesel drive-bys. 
 
 
It can be seen in Table 4-2 that the average incident PM concentrations obtained 
during part load acceleration tests with the diesel vehicle are lower than those obtained 
during full load acceleration tests with the diesel vehicle. Similarly, the peak 
concentrations observed are much lower as well. These average concentrations are lower 
than those used in human dose studies, but these peak concentrations still approach those 
used in human dose studies. Additionally, note that there were many incidents with 
average concentrations of zero implying background level measurements. Also, note that 
during the part load acceleration tests, the without mannequin case observed 60% higher 
exposure than the mannequin scenario, and both were at least 70% higher than the stroller 
case. This result is opposite from the result obtained during the hard acceleration tests. 
These results do make sense, though, because the exhaust flow rate was less during 
medium acceleration, it was more likely that the buoyancy of the exhaust carried it up 
before it reached the child. Consequently, the adult experienced a greater exposure. 
Similarly, during hard acceleration tests, the exhaust flow rate was high enough to push 
the exhaust to the point of the baby stroller before buoyancy caused it to rise. These 
results imply that exposure is dependent on location with respect to the passing vehicle’s 










Mannequin 1 29.22 5 57.77
2 39.37 4.6 137.08
3 19.82 2 96.78
4 0.00 0 0.00
5 18.97 7.2 125.04
6 10.94 10.4 79.60
Stroller 1 19.63 2.2 397.78
2 3.38 0.4 206.12
3 0.00 0 123.18
4 16.93 4 27.97
5 0.00 0 0.00
6 0.00 0 116.05
w/o Mannequin 1 40.06 11.6 43.89
2 46.92 8.6 4.45
3 41.58 19.8 0.00
4 7.17 10.6 66.22
5 0.00 0 0.00
6 57.74 3.4 0.00
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Table 4-3 shows the average incident PM concentrations and durations from the 
diesel vehicle cruising tests. It can be seen that the average and peak concentrations are 
typically even lower than those observed during part load acceleration tests, and 
consequently, are lower than those concentrations used in human dose studies. However, 
the peak concentrations do approach the same order of magnitude as those used in human 
dose studies. Additionally, during the cruising tests, there were fewer “zero” incidents 
where PM concentrations did not increase above background levels. During the cruising 
drive-by tests, the highest PM concentrations were observed for the without mannequin 
tests which were 30% higher than the stroller case and 96% higher than the mannequin 
case. These results exclude the abnormal concentrations such as observed in test run 2 for 










Mannequin 1 9.60 16.6 60.32
2 3.82 1.6 6.41
3 11.82 0.6 15.98
4 21.62 1.6 29.62
5 5.79 4.4 20.97
6 3.02 5.8 7.13
Stroller 1 15.66 8 283.44
2 16.73 1.4 262.00
3 12.48 15.2 70.91
4 0.00 0 126.62
5 15.38 9.6 36.69
6 10.02 12.4 42.21
w/o Mannequin 1 23.20 15 60.32
2 149.59 2 6.41
3 37.46 3.4 15.98
4 13.13 17.6 29.62
5 5.78 18 20.97
6 11.57 8.4 7.13
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Table 4-4: Average incident PM concentrations, durations, and peak concentrations for hard 
acceleration gasoline drive-bys. 
 
 
In Table 4-4, the average incident PM concentrations and durations obtained 
during the full load acceleration gasoline vehicle drive-by tests are shown. Except for an 
occasional anomaly, it can be seen that these average and peak concentrations are orders 
of magnitude lower than those obtained with the diesel vehicle. This implies that these 
concentrations are less likely to cause acute health effects. Also, excluding the 
abnormally high concentration in test run 6 of the mannequin case, the concentrations are 










Mannequin 1 0.00 0 0.00
2 3.81 13.4 17.67
3 3.63 3 11.62
4 5.45 5.8 16.15
5 2.57 7.8 6.23
6 50.64 7.8 0.00
Stroller 1 0.00 0 0.00
2 0.00 0 0.00
3 1.05 2 2.10
4 1.45 4.4 7.74
5 0.44 2 0.79
6 1.48 2.4 5.81
w/o Mannequin 1 0.00 0 0.00
2 6.14 2.6 12.12
3 2.42 2.2 4.66
4 0.00 0 0.00
5 0.00 0 0.00
6 1.90 8.8 3.57
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Table 4-5: Average incident PM concentration, durations, and peak concentrations for medium 
acceleration gasoline drive-bys. 
 
 
In Table 4-5, the average incident PM concentrations and durations obtained 
during the part load acceleration gasoline vehicle drive-by tests are shown. It can be seen 
that the average and peak concentrations are all nearly zero implying no increase above 
background concentrations. Because nearly all of the average and peak incident 
concentrations are zero, it is difficult to judge which if any exposure scenario experienced 










Mannequin 1 0.00 0 0.00
2 0.00 0 0.00
3 0.00 0 0.00
4 0.00 0 0.00
5 0.00 0 0.00
6 0.00 0 0.00
Stroller 1 0.55 0.4 1.85
2 0.00 0 0.00
3 0.00 0 0.00
4 0.00 0 0.00
5 0.00 0 0.00
6 0.49 1.6 0.00
w/o Mannequin 1 0.68 0.6 1.06
2 0.00 0 0.00
3 0.00 0 0.00
4 0.00 0 0.00
5 0.00 0 0.00
6 0.00 0 1.16
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In Table 4-6, the average incident PM concentrations and durations obtained 
during the cruising gasoline vehicle drive-by tests are shown. It can be seen that the 
average and peak concentrations are all nearly zero implying no increase above 
background concentrations. Because nearly all of the average incident concentrations are 
zero, it is difficult to judge which if any exposure scenario experienced a higher 
exposure. 
As expected, the average incident particulate matter concentrations for the 
medium acceleration (50% load) and cruising scenarios are lower than when the vehicle 
accelerated at nearly 100% load. These average concentrations while lower were still 
high enough to cause acute health effects over a long period of time (many hours or 
exposures). This occurrence is also observed for the gasoline tests. However, the average 
incident particulate matter concentrations for the acceleration at 50% load and cruising 
scenarios with the gasoline vehicle were either zero or equivalent to background levels. 
These results again show that the diesel test vehicle typically emits orders of magnitude 
more particulate matter than the gasoline test vehicle.  
The average particulate concentrations measured throughout the full load 
acceleration tests with the diesel test vehicle were 74.01 and 157.56 μg/m3 for the adult 
pedestrian and child in stroller scenarios, respectively. The average duration of these 








Mannequin 1 0.00 0 0.00
2 0.00 0 0.00
3 0.97 8.6 20.07
4 0.00 0 0.00
5 0.00 0 0.00
6 0.00 0 0.00
Stroller 1 0.00 0 0.00
2 0.00 0 0.00
3 0.00 0 0.00
4 0.00 0 0.00
5 0.00 0 0.00
6 0.00 0 0.00
w/o Mannequin 1 0.00 0 0.00
2 0.00 0 0.00
3 0.00 0 0.00
4 0.00 0 0.00
5 0.00 0 0.00
6 0.00 0 0.00
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average particulate concentrations measured throughout the full load acceleration tests 
with the gasoline test vehicle were 3.09 and 0.74 μg/m3 for the adult pedestrian and child 
in stroller scenarios, respectively. The average duration of these incidents was determined 
to be approximately 6.3 and 1.8 seconds, respectively. These concentrations which 
represent the average of the incident average concentrations were used to simulate 
exposure which will be discussed below. 
The maximum concentrations averaged over 1.5 seconds to simulate a poorly 
timed breath observed for the adult pedestrian and child in stroller scenarios during a 
drive-by with the diesel test vehicle were 370.39 and 877.1 μg/m3, respectively. The 
maximum concentrations averaged over 1.5 seconds to simulate a poorly timed breath 
observed for the adult pedestrian and child in stroller scenarios during a drive-by with the 
gasoline test vehicle were 14.19 and 2.78 μg/m3, respectively. The maximum 
concentrations averaged over 2.5 seconds for a similar breath observed for the adult 
pedestrian and child in stroller scenarios during a drive-by with the diesel test vehicle 
were 297.92 and 663.84 μg/m3, respectively. The maximum concentrations averaged over 
2.5 seconds for a similar breath observed for the adult pedestrian and child in stroller 
scenarios during a drive-by with the gasoline test vehicle were 11.64 and 2.26 μg/m3, 
respectively. 
While the particulate matter concentrations averaged over incident durations for 
both test vehicles are lower than the concentrations used in many human clinical studies, 
the maximum concentrations observed for 1.5 and 2.5 seconds (i.e. the length of a breath) 
were as much as 3 times higher for the diesel test vehicle and as much as 40 times lower 
for the gasoline test vehicle. This result implies that particulate concentrations from 
diesel vehicle drive-by incidents can easily reach levels that cause acute health affects 
while gasoline vehicle drive-bys may not. However, the duration is still very small 
compared to the 1 or 2 hour exposures used in clinical studies. Although numerous 
particulate exposure studies have been conducted on humans [20-30], due to the 
difficulties faced in assessing the exposure and the corresponding health effects, there has 
not been enough information to develop standards that address such short exposures. 
Furthermore, there is not enough information regarding human dose studies to elicit a 
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threshold concentration, beyond which health effects are certain to occur. More research 
is necessary in each of these areas. 
Although the results from this study show that curbside particulate concentrations 
can easily surpass those used in clinical studies, the fact that the test vehicle is a new 
model vehicle with a catalytic converter must be taken into consideration. In-use fleet 
particulate matter emissions vary from vehicle to vehicle. For example, in the E-55/59 
California truck emissions inventory program, medium duty trucks were exercised 
through a transient test cycle, termed MHDTLO, and it was found that a 1990 model year 
truck emitted particulate matter at a level that was 10.2 times higher than one model year 
2000 truck, and 15.3 times higher than another model year 2000 truck [135]. A 1995 
truck yielded particulate ratios of 4.5 and 6.3 relative to the two model year 2000 trucks 
[135]. The 2006 truck used in the present study had low mileage, and it is assumed that 
the particle emissions represent an in-use minimum for medium and heavy duty diesel 
vehicles prior to 2007 models with exhaust filtration. It is reasonable to believe that many 
in-use trucks would yield particulate levels substantially higher than those yielded by the 
2006 diesel pickup. 
4.2.  Exposure 
Breathing rates for men, women, and children both walking slowly and standing 
still, (see Table 4-7), were obtained from a study [136] produced by the California Air 
Resources Board and multiplied by the average incident concentrations. In this way, the 
mass of particulate matter inhaled per drive-by incident by men, women, and children 
could be computed. To see if the mass inhaled due to 264 drive-bys, a theoretical 
maximum computed previously, would be significant relative to the amount normally 
inhaled over a 24 hour period, the daily mass of particulate matter inhaled by pedestrians 
at different ambient concentrations was calculated. These values in addition to the values 
of mass inhaled due to 264 drive-bys with both vehicles by men, women, and children 
both walking and standing can be seen in Table 4-8. Figure 4-16 shows the results from 
Table 4-8 in a more visual form. It shows the percentage of mass inhaled daily 






Table 4-7: Breathing rates for men, women, and children walking and standing [136]. 
Activity Adult Male Adult Female Children 
Walking 24 20 14 
Standing 11 8 7 
 
 





Figure 4-16: Comparison of mass inhaled due to 264 drive-bys and mass inhaled daily. 
 
It can be seen from Table 4-8 and Figure 4-16 that in a relatively dirty city, where 
the ambient pollution level is equivalent to the National Ambient Air Quality Standard of 
35 µg/m3, 264 average diesel vehicle drive-by incidents can increase the mass inhaled by 
an adult and a child by as much as 3% and 17%, respectively. Additionally, 264 average 
gasoline vehicle drive-by incidents can increase the mass inhaled by an adult and a child 
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ambient pollution level is equivalent to 5 µg/m3 which is the ambient PM concentration 
in Darrington, WA, 264 average diesel drive-by incidents can increase the mass inhaled 
by an adult and a child by as much as 20% and 122%, respectively. The same number of 
drive-by incidents with a gasoline vehicle ranges from 0% to 2%. These results show that 
while 264 drive-by incidents with the diesel test vehicle is much more significant than the 
same number of drive-by incidents with the gasoline vehicle. However, because there are 
many cities that have ambient PM concentrations that are greater than the NAAQS for 
PM, the increased mass inhaled daily due to drive-bys with the test vehicles used in this 
study isn’t much more than would be the case in one of those cities. Therefore, the mass 
inhaled due to 264 drive-by incidents with test vehicles is small compared to typical daily 
inhalation. Furthermore, more particulate matter was measured for the stroller scenario as 
opposed to the adult pedestrian scenario during the diesel vehicle drive-bys. However, the 
opposite was true for the gasoline vehicle drive-bys. 
In addition to effects of multiple average drive-by incidents on daily inhalation, 
the effects of per inhalation exposure were considered. For this analysis, incidents from 
each scenario with the highest particulate concentrations observed were aligned with the 
inspiration of a breath. To determine if this inhaled mass was significant, it was compared 
to the calculated mass of PM inhaled per breath at the same ambient conditions 
mentioned previously. These values are shown in Table 4-9 where walking and standing 
correspond to inspiration lengths of 2.5 and 1.5 seconds, respectively. This data can be 
seen more visually in Figure 4-17. 






















Walking 0.2979 0.2480 0.0116 0.0097 0.0350 0.0291 0.0050 0.0042





















Figure 4-17: Comparison of mass inhaled per breath during drive-by and at ambient. 
 
As shown in Table 4-9 and Figure 4-17, at the same ambient particulate 
concentrations an adult and a child could inhale as much as 10 and 25 times more 
particulate matter mass, respectively, in a single inhalation during a diesel vehicle drive-
by incident from the diesel test vehicle than at ambient conditions. Similarly, a drive-by 
from the gasoline test vehicle could only increase the mass inhaled per breath by a 
maximum of 0.5 times. In a clean city, however, the same exposure by the diesel test 
vehicle can increase mass inhaled by as much as 42% and 116% and as much as 82 and 
149 times more mass per breath than at ambient conditions. Likewise, in a clean city, the 
gasoline test vehicle would increase daily mass inhaled by 1.2% and 0.1% and as much 
as 2 times more mass per breath. However, without short-term health effects 
understanding, it is not possible to project the effect of brief, highly elevated particulate 




5. Conclusions and Recommendations 
5.1.  Conclusions 
The results from this study indicate that the PM number and mass concentrations 
near a roadway during a drive-by incident can easily reach number and mass 
concentrations of several million particles/cc and hundreds of µg/m3, respectively. The 
highest concentrations observed with the diesel test vehicle were 2.2 million particles/cc 
and 1400 µg/m3, respectively. The average incident mass concentrations can be as high as 
those used in human dose studies (300 µg/m3) while peak concentrations can be up to 4 
times higher than those concentrations. Additionally, these average incident 
concentrations can have durations as long as 25 seconds. 
During hard acceleration, the diesel and gasoline test vehicles used in this study 
had similar particle size distributions. However, the diesel test vehicle emitted at least 6 
times as many particles and at least 7 times more PM mass than the gasoline test vehicle. 
While the diesel test vehicle emitted a higher number of particles, the particles from the 
gasoline test vehicle were usually smaller (i.e., particle diameter of about 48 nm for the 
gasoline vehicle and 86 nm for the diesel vehicle). Nevertheless, the particles that carried 
most of the mass in each test vehicle’s exhaust were typically about the same size with 
the peak mass occurring in particles of about 133 nm in diameter.  
The results from this study show that particulate matter concentrations near 
roadways during drive-by incidents with the diesel test vehicle easily reached or 
exceeded for brief periods of time those low PM concentrations (300 µg/m3) which are 
capable of causing acute health effects. Because the diesel test vehicle used in this study 
represents an in-use minimum PM expulsion for medium and heavy duty diesel vehicles, 
actual in-use vehicles could emit PM concentrations which are an order of magnitude 
greater than those observed in this study. Particulate matter concentrations due to drive-
bys with the gasoline test vehicle, on the other hand, did not reach those same 
concentrations and were typically more than 15 times less than those of the diesel 




PM exposure to children, infants, or people near roadways during drive-by 
incidents has a direct relationship with the position of the pedestrian with respect to the 
tailpipe of the passing vehicle as well as the operating condition of the passing vehicle. In 
this study, the results obtained with the diesel test vehicle showed higher exposure at the 
height of a stroller during hard acceleration events where as higher concentrations of PM 
were measured at the height of an adult’s mouth during medium acceleration and cruising 
events. Additionally, the results showed that for some incidents the mannequin case had 
higher exposure than the without mannequin case, and vice versa. This implies that the 
results are inconclusive as to whether or not a body increases or decreases exposure. 
However, external factors such as meteorological conditions could affect all of these 
results significantly. 
PM exposure to children, infants, and people near roadways during drive-by 
incidents has a direct relationship with the operating conditions of the passing vehicle. It 
was shown that lower PM concentrations result when the power, load, and engine speed 
of the passing vehicle are lower. The highest PM concentrations (exposures) are 
attributed to acceleration of the vehicle with high percent power and load. 
For the case of a particularly well-maintained 2006 diesel fueled Dodge Ram 
2500, the mass of particulate matter inhaled during a theoretical maximum number of 
drive-by incidents (264) by a pedestrian near a roadway is small (3% to 17%) compared 
to the mass inhaled daily at ambient conditions. However, on a per breath basis the mass 
of particulate matter inhaled is large (8.5 to 19 times) compared to the mass inhaled at 
ambient conditions. For the case of a particularly well-maintained 2001 gasoline fueled 
Dodge Ram 1500, the mass of particulate matter inhaled due to 264 drive-by incidents is 
orders of magnitude smaller (0.01% to 0.17%) than the mass inhaled daily at ambient 
conditions. On a per breath basis, the mass inhaled due to a drive-by with the gasoline 
test vehicle is equivalent to or less than the mass inhaled at ambient conditions (0.5 to 1 
times). 
5.2.  Recommendations 
Based on the results obtained in this study, it is recommended that future research 
in this area attempt to map the exhaust plume near a roadway as a vehicle drives past 
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under different operating conditions. Being able to determine the dilution ratio is 
recommended because it can give insight as to the reason for the observed particle size 
distributions. A larger number of vehicles having different exhaust configurations, 
utilizing different fuels, and having different model years should be considered as well. It 
is also recommended that different locations for exposure, such as inside a following 
vehicle, be considered. Additionally, future research should put more emphasis on the 
comparison between near tailpipe and near roadway exposure/emissions. Future research 
should also be more consistent in measuring NOx emissions and exposure in addition to 
determining a correlation between carbon monoxide and particulate matter. It is also 
recommended that the flow rate of exhaust through the test vehicles’ tailpipes be 
measured or known. This will help determine a comparison between the results from 
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7. Appendix A: Gaseous analyzer regression equations 
 
The gaseous analyzers were calibrated using polynomial regression with 11 
points. The CO analyzer was calibrated over a range from 0 to 99.8 ppm. The CO2 
analyzer was calibrated over a range from 0 to 2.003%. The NOx analyzer was calibrated 
over a range from 0 to 101 ppm. Both the measured concentrations and their 
corresponding analog voltage outputs were recorded. As shown, in Figure 7-1, Figure 
7-2, and Figure 7-3, 3rd order polynomial regression equations were developed for the CO 
and CO2 calibrations and a 2nd order polynomial regression equation was developed from 
the NOx calibrations. These equations were incorporated into the Visual Basic for 
Applications data reduction program written by the author in order to predict 
concentrations from the recorded voltages. 
 
 















8. Appendix B: Engine power calculation and torque curve 
 
In order to obtain engine power, it was calculated using the vehicle’s engine 
torque curve and the recorded engine parameters: engine speed and calculated percentage 
load. Using the recorded engine speed, the maximum torque the engine could produce at 
that engine speed, shown at numerous engine speeds in Table 8-1 and plotted in Figure 
8-1, was determined by interpolation. The actual torque of the engine was then 
determined by multiplying this interpolated maximum torque value with the recorded 
calculated percentage load. The power was then calculated using Equation 3: 
5252
dEngineSpeeTorquePower ⋅=     Eq. 3 
where the power is in units of horsepower, the torque is in units of ft-lbs, engine 
speed is in units of revolutions per minute (RPM), and 5252 is a conversion factor. 
 
 




































9. Appendix C: Drive-by particle and mass concentrations 
 







































































































































































































































































Figure 9-55: Hard acceleration gasoline drive-by with mannequin 1. 
 
 




Figure 9-57: Hard acceleration gasoline drive-by with mannequin 3. 
 
 




Figure 9-59: Hard acceleration gasoline drive-by with mannequin 5. 
 
 




Figure 9-61: Medium acceleration gasoline drive-by with mannequin 1. 
 
 




Figure 9-63: Medium acceleration gasoline drive-by with mannequin 3. 
 
 




Figure 9-65: Medium acceleration gasoline drive-by with mannequin 5. 
 
 




Figure 9-67: Cruising gasoline drive-by with mannequin 1. 
 
 




Figure 9-69: Cruising gasoline drive-by with mannequin 3. 
 
 




Figure 9-71: Cruising gasoline drive-by with mannequin 5. 
 
 




Figure 9-73: Hard acceleration gasoline drive-by without mannequin 1. 
 
 




Figure 9-75: Hard acceleration gasoline drive-by without mannequin 3. 
 
 




Figure 9-77: Hard acceleration gasoline drive-by without mannequin 5. 
 
 




Figure 9-79: Medium acceleration gasoline drive-by without mannequin 1. 
 
 




Figure 9-81: Medium acceleration gasoline drive-by without mannequin 3. 
 
 




Figure 9-83: Medium acceleration gasoline drive-by without mannequin 5. 
 
 




Figure 9-85: Cruising gasoline drive-by without mannequin 1. 
 




Figure 9-87: Cruising gasoline drive-by without mannequin 3. 
 
 




Figure 9-89: Cruising gasoline drive-by without mannequin 5. 
 
 




Figure 9-91: Hard acceleration gasoline drive-by with baby 1. 
 
 




Figure 9-93: Hard acceleration gasoline drive-by with baby 3. 
 
 




Figure 9-95: Hard acceleration gasoline drive-by with baby 5. 
 
 




Figure 9-97: Medium acceleration gasoline drive-by with baby 1. 
 
 




Figure 9-99: Medium acceleration gasoline drive-by with baby 3. 
 
 




Figure 9-101: Medium acceleration gasoline drive-by with baby 5. 
 
 




Figure 9-103: Cruising gasoline drive-by with baby 1. 
 
 




Figure 9-105: Cruising gasoline drive-by with baby 3. 
 
 




Figure 9-107: Cruising gasoline drive-by with baby 5. 
 
 
Figure 9-108: Cruising gasoline drive-by with baby 6. 
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10. Appendix D: Particle size distributions 
 
 
























































































Figure 10-18: Lognormal particle size distribution for cruising gasoline vehicle tests without 
mannequin. 
